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Senior Steel Worker with 13 years of experience is seeking a position to work and 
deliver excellent customer service while making a positive contribution to the 
business.Dependable and reliable with extreme loyalty and pride for the company 
one is employed by.

NOVEMBER 2010 – JUNE 2019
SENIOR STEEL WORKER - ME GLOBAL

 Melted down raw steel and turned it into a molten bath so we can pour castings.
 Took temps on the furnace, weigh up adds and add them to molten bath, 

maintain a furnace and throw Final adds in ladle when its time to pour.
 Operate an overhead crane with loads that can exceed 40000 pounds.
 Used crane for many things as most of the material we use is heavy or bulky.
 Operate a fork truck on a daily basis and PPE to get job done safely and 

effectively.
 Paying full attention and safely operating the overhead cranes.
 Developed and reviewed various quality reports and conducted various quality 

meetings.

2006 – 2010
STEEL WORKER - ABC CORPORATION

 I was a melter so we melted down raw steel and turned it into a molten bath so 
we can pour castings.

 As a melter we take temps on the furnace, weigh up adds and add them to 
molten bath, maintain a furnace and throw Final adds in ladle when its time to 
pour.

 Also, operate an overhead crane with loads that can exceed 40000 pounds.
 We use the crane for many things as most of the material we use is heavy or 

bulky.
 Also, operate a fork truck on a daily basis Accomplishments My impact is using 

proper work instructions and PPE to get the job done safely and effectively.
 Also paying full attention and safely operating the overhead cranes Skills Used 

The ability to run cranes and work in a hostile environment safely and 
effectively.

 Also, think my hard work attitude and ability to work well with others is a bonus.

EDUCATION

Diploma - ()
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SKILLS

Crane Operator, Mechanical, Production Laborer, Administration, MS Office.
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